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Being on the tightrope is living; everything else is waiting.

                                   Karl Wallenda

You cannot swim for new horizons until you have courage

to lose sight of the shore.

                                   William Faulkner
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after dinner

Great-Gramps showing the kids how

to drink slivovitz 

noting his birthday,

March 1st ‘59, is apt:

I’m totally odd

an eighth grader

inquiring who invented

the metaphor

his ex describing

her very mixed feelings:

anger, rage, fury
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telling Grandma

her spider veins make

a beautiful web

their next-door neighbor

complaining that his mailbox

is haunted

a Georgian trashing

Colorado, Wyoming:

Boring rectangles

on his deathbed

Uncle Fred shaking hands

with a joy buzzer

on her deathbed

Aunt Martha offering drinks

in dribble glasses
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educating

Great-Grandma Rose what’s meant

by gender fluid

educating 

Great-Grandpa Saul what’s meant

by an ampallang 

her blind date

boasting he’s an accountant

for the Mafia 

high school freshman

describing semi-colons

as strong commas 

Princeton prof betting

da Vinci would not receive

tenure today
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at the multiplex

her husband snoring during

Endless Love

at the multiplex

his wife taking notes during

Fifty Shades of Grey

Aunts Bev and Meg

racing down the sidewalk

on tricycles

Uncles Vic and Ed

racing down the sidewalk

on pogo sticks 

her fearful patient

cancelling, choosing tanning

over therapy
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rookie Phils pitcher

hitting his first home run . . .

inside the park

rookie Cubs catcher

slugging his first triple,

missing two bases

their son describing

his openly gay friends

as the out crowd

fifth grade spelling bee . . .

the bartender’s son winning

with chamomile 

sixth grade spelling bee . . .

the mohel’s daughter winning

with pancetta





Enough of Science and of Art;

Close up those barren leaves.

Come forth and bring with you a heart

That watches and receives.

                           William Wordsworth
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drivers gawking

at the highway’s rightmost lane . . .

nineteen bobbleheads

Grandpa, grandson

playing Crazy Eights,

each cheating

mid-chemo . . .

a cancer patient wishing

for a heart attack

Capital of Chad? . . .

the scholar, drawing a blank,

fearing Alzheimer’s

fisherman’s wife

looking into purchasing

a lie detector
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scowling at her date

for holding the door open,

saying Ladies first

oil-covered beach . . .

tourists spotting hazmat suits,

no bikinis

pious Dodger coach

defining the word evil

as a base path

honeymoon’s first night . . .

inquiring why he’s wearing

a top hat to bed

shot by police

as she runs toward the Pope,

seeking a selfie
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shy, obsessive man

wishing he were less anal,

more oral

the farmers telling

their new neighbor from Chile

they produce produce 

Olympic trials . . .

cocky swimmer refusing

to shave his beard

obese Uncle Mel

sporting a tight tee stating

End World Hunger

zaftig Aunt Irma

sporting a tight tee stating

Squeezably Soft
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adopted Thai child

learning Yiddish to schmooze

with Great-Grandma

their six year-old

noting she is too old

to watch cartoons

their eight year-old

noting he is too young

to eat lima beans

the dean responding

to the gift of her new book,

Thanks for the update

old vet tearing up

as she holds in her hands

a tar-soaked seabird
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at the county fair 

the brain surgeon showing off

his Harley chopper

at the beach 

the trial judge showing off

her abs and tattoos

Mob attorney

viewing himself as a mensch

among sadists

dropping his girlfriend

upon learning she loves

head cheese

dropping her boyfriend

upon learning he adores

Paris Hilton
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three young musicians

discussing whom they hate most:

Bach, Brahms, or Bjork

1:00 a.m. . . .

getting a text from her teen:

I’m fine, Car isn’t

2:00 a.m. . . .

getting a call from his child:

The cops want you here

college freshman

confusing Rosetta Stone

with Roseanne Barr

discovering

the world-renowned French vintner

was born in Newark
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an OCD man,

in church, thanking God

for Purell

a depressed woman, 

in church, thanking God

for 30 Rock

pale, sleepless parent

overhearing friends call her

a mombie

wishing his children

would do the right things

not out of fear

her husband

hearing Close the door, Bill

as You’re adorable
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their teenaged son

daydreaming of becoming

a warlord/poet

frat hazing . . .

forcing the Tulane freshman

to watch Barney

frat hazing . . .

forcing the Penn State freshman

to sing Born Free

frat hazing . . .

forcing the Ole Miss freshman

to read Beowulf 

PC addict’s Dad

struggling to reduce

internet excess
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bulldog breeder

insisting his kids attend

Yale, Drake or Butler

his four-year-old son

attempting to eat oatmeal

through a straw

her four-year-old son

attempting to eat Jell-O

with chopsticks

an usher palming

a wrinkled twenty from

the collection plate

rundown diner . . .

Mom requesting a burger

with melted Gruyere 
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asking Uncle Sid

why he changed his last name

from Fuchs to Fox

asking Uncle Sol

why he changed his last name

from Dickman to Smith

their daughter

describing her new boyfriend

as somewhat perfect

three-year-old boy

offering to kiss Gran’s scar

post knee surgery

European prof

bidding farewell with

Ciao, mi bom ami
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four kindergartners

waging a make-believe war

sporting pots and pails

two first graders

waging a make-believe duel

with bathroom plungers

Rockville pacifist

seething that Maryland

is shaped like a gun

Rabbi Blume asking

how can Ralph Lauren

be Jewish

Rabbi Klein asking

how can Bruce Springsteen

not be Jewish
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a dying boy

hoping he’ll come back

as a shark

a dying girl

praying she’ll come back

as herself, but well

umps warning players

not to speak Spanish: Can’t tell

if you’re cursing

Sunday School pupil

inquiring why Bible folks

talked so fancy

a Frenchman laughing

hearing the Virginian say

his name is Trey Gross
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Guantanamo Bay . . .

the young prison guard reading

Kafka’s The Trial

Leavenworth . . .

the old warden listening

to Jailhouse Rock

at Dunkin’ Donuts

his grandchild opting for

Barbarian Kreme

Professor Li

presenting his twins

Lee and Leigh

slapstick fan

introducing his daughters

Mo, Lori, Carly
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spotting a hearse,

with a casket inside,

parked at an IHOP

eyeing a gymnast

double backflip into

a pair of trousers

her date revealing

the names he has given

his biceps

imagining 

her palsied three year-old

downhill skiing

imagining

his gravely ill six year-old

in a wedding dress
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acclaimed scientist

dining alone at Subway

on Christmas eve

Aunt Thelma calling

Uncle Norm’s cheap hairpiece

a small price toupee

Uncle Norm calling

Aunt Thelma’s three girdles

waist management aids

their Granddad

hoping there is porn

in the afterlife

Fred Jones learning

his grandson’s been named

Michelangelo
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a child hearing

her hair called dirty blonde,

starting to cry

a teen pondering

which last name rocks the most:

McCool or Outlaw

referring

to his identical twin

as rather unique

her Type A father, 

tense and hostile since childhood,

turning ninety-eight

teaching his young son

to say We’re going to hell,

I’m driving the bus
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chemistry tutor

rooting for Detroit because

of Al Kaline

geography prof

noting Eur. is where

It.’s at

lonely man choosing

an all-night pharmacy

over singles bars

at Shoe City

a master plumber

buying clogs

Aunt Rae declining

the watercress sandwich:

Too goyish
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struggling pol

valuing truth more

than power

Neil Lightner

asking his fellow teachers

to call him N

appreciating

the bartender’s compliment:

It’s on me

Chez Paul maître d’

glaring at the man wearing

a tee, suspenders

home from college . . .

their child dumping his anger

and laundry
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fifth grader learning

the difference between

airhead and heiress

the elder fearing

her one-year-old great-nephew

is a psychopath

riding the Cyclone,

Granddad noting he prefers

the Teacups

a shy child asking

his folks for a doorbell

outside his bedroom

their seven year-old

explaining why Snickers rule

but Milky Ways suck
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stoned percussionist

attempting to set fire

to his drumsticks

Your job? . . .

the shipping clerk replying

Laying low

her Abilene beau

calling marinara sauce

Eye-talian gravy

trombone tutor

insisting on water key,

not spit valve

high school grad seeking

a job with a huge paycheck,

minimal duties
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at her husband’s wake,

learning she has just won

Powerball

costume department . . .

his daughter trying to choose:

T. rex or swan

Nana calling

the libidinous teen

a harlette

last hour in prison . . .

the con finishing a book,

ending the sentence

Key to a long life? . . .

hundred-year-old man noting

Lots of sleep
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her fifth grader

assuming adultery

follows childhood

Christmastime . . . 

three Texans in Zambia

singing Jungle Bells

sloshed bandleader

mistaking the tuba’s bell

for a toilet

Grandpa Irwin

blaming global warming

on anti-Semites

axe murderer

explaining to the judge

I was provoked
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sixth grade teacher

informing giggling students

what sexton means

ninth grade teacher

informing outraged students

what niggardly means

10:30 p.m. . . .

their fifteen year-old stating

I’m taking a nap

bulimic child

expressing ambivalence

about Halloween

urging his grandson

not to swat the housefly:

Its life is hard, short
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